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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents an analytical study of a high resolution positron 

ring detector system for trans axial reconstruction tomography. Our goal 

is a canbination of good spatial resolution, high sensitivity, rejection 

of scatteredganJlla rays, variable section thickness, . and the minimization 

of the number of photomultipliers and coincidence circuits. A circular ring 

of 2BO NaI(Tl) crystals O.B em wide should provide a resolution of 4-6 

nun FWHM over a circular region 30 em in diameter. Coded lightpipes per

mit readout using only 56 photonrultipliers andB coincidence circuits. 

With properly designed shielding and an energy resolution of 30% FWHM, 

a positron activity of 200 llCi per axial em in a 20 em diam cylinder of 
;,. 

tissue should provide. approximately 7000 events per sec from a 2 em thick 
... I 

transaxial section (inclUding a 5% accidental backgrmmd and a 26% scat

tered coincident backgrotDld). This rate is adequate for both static and 

dynamic· . imaging . 
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INfRODUCfION 

A clear and valuable goal in nuclear medicine is the rapid, quantitative 

three-dimensional imaging of isotope distributionsw:ithin the hlmlan body. 

One realization of this goal is the use of positron emitting phannaceuticals 

coupled 'with a ring of detectors completely surrolmding the body (!.-!). 

'There are several factors that make this approach timely and attractive: 
. . . ' 

(a) Coincident detection of back-to-back annihilation r·adiationexploits a 

much larger solid angle than single gamma imaging, resulting in a great in

Crease in imaging efficiency. (b) The use of a ring of detectors shielded 

from, activity external to the section being imaged provides discrimination 

against gamma rays scattered iil the patient. (c) A large ring of closely 

packed detectors can provide a sufficiently large m.unber of viewing angles 

to eliminate the need to rotate the detector system or the patient during ex

posure. Cd) In recent years much progress has been made in the mathematical 

techniqUes of computerized trans axial tomography (~-§). This, coupled with 

" the fact. that attenuation corrections areeasiiy made for'the co:incident de

tection of annihilation radiation gives us, the potential for the quantitative 

determination of the distribution of activity on a llCi per an3 basis. (e) In 

recent years progress has also been made in the production and avaiiability of 

positron emitting isotopes [e.g., cyclotron-produced ZO-minllC, lO-min 

1~, Z-rnin 150, 1.8-hr l8F, 4.6-hr8lRb,9-hr 5ZFe , 9-hr 6ZZn;and generator

produced. 68-"rnin 68Ga (f'rorn280-c1ay 68Ge), and 1~3-rnin 8ZRb (from 2S-day 

8Zsr)] '. A few of the many references'to clinical applications of such 

isotopes may be fotmd in refer.ences (2.-~). In addition,rnanyother positron 

emi tting pharrnaecuticals are being developed for nuclear medicine (~. 
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BACKGROUND 

The application of positron detection in nuclear medicine was sug

gested in the early 1950's by Wrenn and co-workers (10) and Brownell and 

Sweet (11). Later, Anger presented a positron imaging system 

using a scintillation camera in coincidence with a crystal array ~). 

Use of positron detection devices in clinical medicine was limited by 

inadequate speed resulting in saturation at relatively low activity levels, 

such as 300 11 Ci. This speed limitation has been overcome in part by 

the ~ camera, which employs two parallel rectangular detector arrays 

each having 127 NaI(Tl) crystals and 72 photomultipliers (13). Efficient 

transaxial tomography using this system involves patient or detector rota

tion, and dynamic flow studies are not possible except indirectly through 

use of the.equi1i~rium image.method (14) . 

. The ring detector system concept was introduced in 1962 by a group 

at Brookhaven National Laboratory utilizing coincident positron detection 

for trans axial tomographic imaging (1). The device consisted. of 32 NaI (Tl) 

crystals. Adequate mathematical teclmiques capable of solving the image 

reconstruction problem were not ernployedlIDtil recently. (D . Phelps, 

Ter-Pogossian, and co-workers reported on a similar device with a resolution 

of 11 nun FWHM using 24 NaI (Tl) detectors. in a hexagonal pattern (l,!). A 

48-detector system, large enough for human use, has been constructed and 

is now being tested. 
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In this paper we present the results of a design study on positron 

ring detectors for transaxial tomography. Our analysis is based on the goal 

ofachi~ving a combination of good spatial resolution, high sensitivity, 

rejection 'of ganuna rays that scatter in the tissue or in the detector, vari

able section thickness, and economic feasibility. This is the first report 

of a coded light pipe scheme for a ring of detectors ... 

SPATIAL RESOLlTfION 

One means of realizing good spatial resolution is by using a large number 

of small crystals. For example, for an 80-em di~ ring of NaI(Tl) crystals, 

each 0.8cm wide arid 5 em deep, the resolution is 4 mm FWHM at the center of 

the ring and 6.5 mm.~ at a distance of 15 em from the center of the ring 

(fig. 1). The transaxial resolution deteriorates with increasing distance from 

. the ring axis because of the increase in the apparent size of the crystals 

(fig~2). (For a'detailed analysis, see reference 15). For this detector ring 

of 280 crystals, it is difficult to optically couple each crystal to a photo

mul tiplier tube (PMf) because of the large nt.unber of crystals and the close 

physical packing. 

This problem can be overcome by dividing the detector ring into segments 

and optically coupling each crystal to several PMf's using a code that uniquely 

specifies its position within the segment (16).· An example of such a code for 

ten crystals and five PMf'sis shown in fig. 3. Each crystal is optically 

coupled to two PMf's via lightpipes and each lightpipe corresponds to a logic 

ONE in the truth table. When a crystal scintillates, its digital position 

code is directly available by interrogating the output of the PMf's. 

By representing each crystal with the same mmlher of logic ONE's it 

is possible to reject events where a significant amount of energy has 

been deposited in more than one crystal of a segment, since in such cases 
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more than the prescribed ntDllber of PMr's will respond. This can occur 

when a gamma ray scatters in the crystals or when two gamma rays are de

tected in the same segment within the coincidence resolving time. 

In general, the maxirrrum number of distinct combinations is given by 

n! 

m! Cn-m)! 

where n is the ntDllber of PMT's serving each segment and rn is the number of 

PMT's to which each crystal is coupled. In the example of fig. 3 the code 

for a segment containing 10 crystals used n = 5 and rn = 2. 

The number of PMT' s is minimi zed when rn ~ n/2. The use of binary and 

Gray codes will reduce the number of PMT's somewhat further, but will not 

permit the rejection of nrultiple detections. The fast digital coding of 

crystal positions allows each segment to be placed in coincidence .with 

several opposing segments at high rates using a small ntDllber of coincidence 

Circuits. Then crystal address codes can be compared to place each crystal 

in coincidence with a predetermined ntDllber of opposing crystals. 

In the case of 8 segments of 35 crystals each, the choice of n = 7 and 

m =3 allows 56 PMT's to serve 280 crystals via 840 lightpipes and 8 coinci

dence circuits. 

ENERGY AND TIME RESOUJrION 

The energy resolution of a scintillation detector depends on the amount 

of scintillation light produced, the light collection efficiency, and the 

quanttDll efficiency of the PMT at the re 1 event wavelengths . A 5 ern diam X 5 

em NaICTl) crystal can achieve an energy resolution of 8% FWHM for 511 keY 

ganvna rays, but any reduction in the light reaching the PMTCsuch as through 

the use of narrow crystals or by coupling the crystal to the PMT via a long 

light pipe) will degrade the resolution. 

Grenier et· al. report an energy resolution of 23% .FW1-t4 at 122 keY and 
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10% FWlH at 662 keY for a 9 x 9 x 38 DIll NaI (Tl) crystal coupled directly 

to a 00; and a resolution of 50% FWlJ.f at 122 keVwhen the same crystal was 

. coupled to the mr via. a 61 on long lightpipe that transmitted 20% of the 

light. (17) Their data show that, as expected, the width 6f the photo-- ,. .. . 

peak is inversely proportional to the square root of the rilUl1ber of photons 

reaching the 00. As the crystals listed in the example of Table 1 are 

similar in size and would be coupled to the lMf's via ~imi1ar lightpipes, 

we can thus expect that at 511 keY the energy resolution will be. approxi~ 

mately 50% FMf.1x (122 keV/5ll keV)~ = 24% FWJf.f. Any non-lD1ifonnity among 

the lightpipes will result in a further· degradation of the resolution. 

The time resolution in NaI (Tl) depends on the same statistical fluc-

·tuations that detennine the energy resolution. BralD1sfurth et al. report 

a time jitter distribution with a FWIf.f of 1.3 nSec for 511 keY ganuna ray 

pairs in NaI(Tl), using a system with a good light collection efficiency 

(18). We expect that the time jitter distribution of a ring detector 
. . 

.., . . . 

systemwi th an energy resolution of 24% FMf.f will have a FWIf.1 of 1.3 nsec x 

. (24%/8%) = 3.9 nsec. A 10 nsec coincidence resolving time is assumed in 

Table 1. 

SENSITIVITY 

The true coincident event rate Ct of a ring detector is approximated by: 

~ -~·n r (~:ps)2 J [£2}paS2(~~ps)2£2 (1) 

where 

p = activity density ill lJCiper aXial on 

a = 37,000 annihilations per sec per 'lJCi of a+(conversion factor) 

S= exposed, dimension of. detector ring along . ring axis (deter-
mined by width of shielding slit - seef1g. 4) 
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c = radius of detector ring 

P = probability that a 5ll-keV gamma ray will scatter on passing 
s through half the tissue 

£= detection efficiency for 511-keV grumna rays. 

The first bracket is the contributing activity; the second bracket is the 

probability that both gamma rays reach the detector ring without having 

scattered; and the third bracket is the probability that both gamma rays 

are detected and pass the pulse height threshold. 

We assume that the source distribution lies within a distance R from the 

ring axis given by: 

R = c sin (f1T/2) (2) 

where each detector (of a total of N) is in coincidence with the fN opposing 

detectors. For a circular ring the geometrical sensitivity is nearly uni-

form within the radius R. We also assume that the detectors are densely 

packed around the ring and that the shielding blocks only gannna rays external 

to the section being imaged. 

In Table 1 we have calculated the sensitivity Ct/p and many other 

parameters for a particular positron ring detector system and a tissue thick-

ness of 20 em. In this example the event rate is 5000 to 7000 events per 

sec for p = 200 llCi per axial em. Thus if the section is to be resolved into 

a grid of 40 x 40 pictels, 300 to 400 events can be collected per pictel 

over a 100-sec time period. Let us also consider the case of gated imaging 

of the myocardium using generator produced 7s-sec 82Rb . We assume that 

(a) the heart is 10 em in the cephlad-caudad dimension, and the myo-

cardial volume is 150 em3; (b) the cardiac rate is 72 min-I; (c) the 

scattering medium is equivalent to a 20 em diam cylinder of tissue; 

(d) 20 nCi of 82Rb is injected Lv. and 3.5% of this is extracted by the 
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myocarditun; (e) twelve separate images are taken, .each corresponding to 

a 0.1 sec interval of the 1.2 sec cardiac cycle; (f) Data are taken for 

a period of 200 sec after an initial 100 sec wait for the blood pool 
82 clearance of Rb; (g)-As in Table 1, Case II, the imaging sensi ti vity 

is 23 events sec-I. [pCi per axial ern] -1. The resulting initial activity 

density is 0.7 pCiper 4 x 4 x 10 ITDD image element and for each of the 

twelve images typically 90 events will be collected per image element. 

SHIELDING AND BACKGROUNDS 

Shielding is essential for·biocking.g~ rays emitted by activity 

extemalto the section being imaged.' Furthemre, varying the width of the 

shielding slit allows the section thickness to·_bevaried. :Tli..le l.lRscattered 

coincident events can arise only from a positron activity P~ within the 

section, but scattered coincident events and single COtmts (both of· which 

contribute to the backgrotmd) can arise from an activity that is effectively 

P~S, where T is the depth of the shielding slit (fig.' 4). 

There are two methods available for rejecting scattered gaITDDa rays. The 

coincidence requirement (1. e., that each of the N detectors be in coinci

dence with the fN opposing detectors) establishes an approximate upper 

limit 0f = fn on the scattering angle. This approximation is realistic, 

as the size of the scattering medium is usually small compared to the diameter 

of the detector ring. The second method is the use of a pulse height thresh

old that rejects scatteredgamna rays with an energy below E. Insingle 
. .' .' p 

Compton scattering this corresponds to' a maximum scattering angle 0 p 

(19 eqn. 8 e-5): 

cos (0) = 2 -
, P 

511 keY 
E . p 

For scattered coincident events the effective maximum scattering angle 

em is the smaller of ef and ep . (For single counts the maximum 

(3) 
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scattering angle is always 8p .) The effective minimum scattered gamma 

ray energy Em corresponding to 8m is given by: 

Sl1 keY 
Em = 2 - cosea ) 

m 
(4) 

The rate of scattered coincident events where only one member of the 

anniliilation pair scatters is approximated by: 

(S) 

where the quantity £mis the average detection efficiency for gamma rays 

between energy Em and Sl1 keY, and g, is a solid angle factor. The first 

bracket is the contributing acti vi ty; the second bracke,t is the probability 

that either gamma ray reaches ,a detector without scattering; the third 

bracket is the probability that the other gamma ray scatters and reaches 

one of the opposing (coincident) detectors; and the fourth bracket is the 

probability that both gamma rays are detected and pass the pulse height 

threshold. This expression assumes that the activity is near the center 

of the scattering medium, that the scattering takes place close to the 

axis of the ring and that single scattering predominates. 

The dimensionless quantity gl describes the fraction .of Compton 

scattering angles that fall within the angular strip Sic wide and 2e long: 
m 

8 

1m 

;!g de 
- 8m 

. gl = (6) . 

f nln illi- sinB dB 

o 
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where gg. is the differential cross section for Compton scattering of 

511 keY gamma rays on free electrons, given by the Klein-Nishina formula: 

(ref. 19 eqn. 8e-13). 

'. . .' . . 2 1 3 
'. . (I-cose + cos s- - cos e) 

00 _ 11.9lXlO- 26 onZ/str/electron . .' 3 3 (7) 
an (Z-cosS) 

wheree is the y-ray scattering angle. See Table 2 for values of gl 

as a flUlction of ·e. 
'. 'm 

The rate of scattered coincident events Cz where both members of the 

annihilation pair have. scattered is approximated by: 

(8) 

The first bracket is the contributing activity, the second bracket is the 

probability that one ganJDa ray scatters and reac:hes the detectors; the 

third bracket is . the probability that the other member of the pair also 

scatters and reac:hes- one of the opposing (coincident) detectors; and the 

fourth bracket is the probahili ty that bOthg3Jlllla rays are detected and 

pass the pulse height threshold. AssllDing that single scattering pre·· 

dominates for each gamnaray, g2 is given by 

e ·· ... r 'm cIa* de 
Ie an . 

g2 = _'IT-=m:::...-..:~_.,.--_---,--

j -2·00*. S· de 'IT·an sm . 
o . 

(9) 

00* . ." . 00 . ' where' <ml.S the autocorrelatlon. of an' . See Table II for approximate 

v~lues of g2 as a ftmction of Sm' The total ])ackgrotmd rate S, from 
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scattered coincident events is given by: 

(10) 

Note that the backgrounds C1 and C2 are not associated with time resolution 

but with scatter geometry and energy resolution. As expected, the ratio of 

scattered coincident events Cb to trueunscattered coincident events Ct 
is lowest for "good scatter geometry" (i.e., small SIT). 

The single counting rate Cs is given by: 

r. :l '1 r l 2 r-
C =. 2PaSCJ:.! 2 !'e:(I-P.) + e: pi' = P3;f ! e:(I-Ps ) + e:.....Pp :" (11) 

s LT. cCJ,- S p PJ L P .. J 

where P is the probability that a gamma ray will scatter in tissue and p 

retain an energy greater than Ep (i.e., the pulse height threshold) and 

~ is the average detection efficiency for such gamnarays. The first 

bracket is the contributing acti vi ty; the second bracket is the solid 

angle factor of the detector ring; and the third bracket is the sum of 

the probability f~r not scattering and being detected and the probability 

for scattering and being detected. For the single Compton scattering of 

SII-keV gamma rays, 

(12) 

where Cl = Fp/Sll keY and 1/3 ~ Cl ~ 1. The quantity in brackets is .the 

probability that the scattered photon will have an energy greater than Ep ' 

derived by integrating eqn. 8e-2l of ref. 19. 
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The accidental coincidence rate Ca is given by: 

C = fC2t 
a s 

(13) 

where t is the time resolution. It is of importance to calculate the 
1\ 

maxinrum rate Ct for a certain fracti~n T) = Ca/Ct of accidental coincidences: 

nT2e:4CI-P )4 'C
t 

= __ --::.---_s 
16 ftc2 re: (1--P-)-+~e:-p-]~2-

~ s p p 

(14) 

As expected, the maxinrum event rate is enhanced by good time resolution, 

good shielding, and good detection efficiency. It is important to re::luce 

f to the point where all (or almost all) of the activity lies within the 

radius R (eqs. 2). Reducing f below this value will reduce the signal 

Ct approximately as f2 (without effecting the single counting rate Cs ) 
A 

and actually cause C to decrease. 
. . t 

For the example of Case II of Table 1 and for a 10% accidental 

coincidence rate ( n = 0.10), we have 

A . 
Ct = 6990 events per_sec 

p == 305 llCi per axial 011. 

. ' " 

The profound effect· that the scattering medium has on the maximum event 

rate can be seen by noting what these values would be in the absence of . 

the scattering medium (i.e., P = P = 0): 
, s P 

" Ct = 130,000 events per sec 

',and 
p = 78011Ci per axial 011. 

I 
. -' 
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One should note that: (a) increasing T (whenever possible) by 

extending the collimator closer to the patient reduces all backgrounds 

without reducing the sensitivity; (b) Increasing the section thickness 

S increases the sensitivity as S2, but the scattered coincident back

ground increases as S3; (c) The maxi.nn.m event rate <\ (as limited by 

accidentals)is not a function of S. 

DEADTlME 

Deadtime arises from the limited speed of both the scintillation 

process and the electronic circuits. After the interaction of a gamma 
I 

ray in Nar(Tl), 800 nsec is required to collect 90% of the available 

scintillation light (91% of the light is emitted with an ·exponential t:ime 

constant of 218 nsecand 9% is emitted with an exponential t:ime constant 

of 1340 nsec) (20). To preserve pulse height infonnation to within 10% at 

high counting rates it is therefore necessary to reject all counts that 

occur within approximately 800 nsec of another count. This requirement 

results in a paralyzing deadt:ime of 800 nsec for each coded segment of 

the ring. The circuits that perform the pulse height selection may also 

introduce a paralyzing deadt:ime, but by proper design (21,) it is possible 

to l:imit the overall paralyzing deadtime tp to 1 lJsec. The circuits 

that handle the time coincidence and position infonnation introduce a 

non-paralyzing deadtime tn of ~ 200 nsec, but this does not result in 

an appreciable loss of counts, provided the circuits are properly designed 

and t<t. n - p 

In Cases II and III of Table 1, where a pulse height selection-is 

imposed, the fraction of t:ime that each 3S crystal segment is available 

is e-Gtp , and the fraction of counts fc lost per segment is given by: 
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-Gt 
f=l - e p 

c (15) 

G is the gross cOlUlting rate for each segment (1.3 x 105); tp = 1 l.l sec, 

and the fraction of cOlUltS lost (fc) is 12%. As a coincident event re
-2Gt 

quires that two segments be available for COlUlting (probability = e p) , 

the fraction of coincident events felost is given by 

-2Gt 
f = l-e p 
e (16) 

and eqUal to 23% for this example. 

In Case I of Table 1 no pulse height selection is imposed and we 

assume that the paralyzing deadt~e can be reduced to 200 nsec. In this 

case the fraction of cOlUlts lost (f ) is 2.5% and the fraction of events 
c 

lost (fe) is only S%, but the backsrolUlds are larger (see Table l) 

RECONSTRUCTION ME1HODS 

For the ring detector system of densely packed crystals presented in 

this analysis, each of the 280 crystals is in comcidence with 62 opposing 

crystals, providing 8680 crystal pair combinations. Four possible methods 

of reconstruction are envisioned (for reviews of reconstruction techniques, 

see refs~. and ~. The first method is to generate a back-proj ection image from 

the distribution of lines connecting coincident detector pairs. Reconstruc

tion is accomplished using two-dimensional Fourier transform techniques. 

The second method is to store the lines connecting coincident detector 

pairs into bins corresponding to intervals of direction and position. 

The data are then reconstructed using the algorithm of back projection of 

filtered projections. The third method is to multiply either the back

projection .image or the binned data by the generalized pseudo-inverse 

matrix, which has been derived for the particular geometry of the system. 
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The fourth method is the use of the closed-form expressions of Marr that 

permit_the activity distribution to be estimated directly from a list of 

the coincident detector pairs (22). 

ATTENUATION CORRECTIONS 

Although the corrections for attenuation are much smaller for co

incident annihilation imaging than for single gamma imaging, some correction 

is needed to obtain good trans axial reconstructions. One possibility is 

the use of a continuous source of positron emitter around the outside of 

the patient; as suggested by Phelps et al. (~. Since the attenuation de

pends only on the line of flight of the two gamma rays and not on the posi

tion of the point of annihilation, the attenuation correction for each 

pair of coincident detectors is the ratio of the transmitted flux before 

and after the patient is positioned in the system. 

A second possibility is the use of a fan beam source of 7.8-yr l33Ba 

~rincipalgamma energy 356 keV)that travels 180 degrees around the patient 

while the opposing 62 crystals collect transmission data. As the attenua

tion cross section is greater at 356 keY than at 511 keVby a factor of 

1.16 for water, muscle and bone (~, the attenuation correction for 

5ll-keV pairs is determined as the 0.86 power of the ratio of the trans-

mitted flux of 356 keY ganma rays before and after the patient is 

positioned in the system. It is necessary to know the attenuation to an 

accuracy of only 10% rather than the 1% accuracy of the EMI scanner, and 

approximately 100 times fewer counts are needed. Thus the dose is reduced 

from 1-3 rad to 50-150 mrad. This second method permits greater ease of 

source collimation to reduce patient exposure, greater data rates, and 

.the use of an isotope of long half life. 
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In· sunmary, iYehave presented an analysis of the potentials and 
. . . . 

. ,... '. . 

limit.ltions of a' new scheme for the high resolution imaging of ,positroIi 

emitting phannaceuticals in nuclear medicine. With an activity density of 
, . 
200 llCi!an (typically 5-20 mCi in the patient)and an energy resolution of 

30%FWHM, the device should operate at 7000 events per sec, inclUding a 5% 

accidental background and a 26% scattered coincident backbround. Relaxa

tion of the pulse height threshold to 100 .keV eliminates the need for some 

cirrui tsand improves deadtime ,but increases the background, ~vent rates. 

This system haS the speed capability for dynamic imaging of.brain blood 

f'l ( "He 150 82Rb 6ft. , , "' "...l~') , ow e.g. uSIng , , ,'Gal on appropr1ate compoun~, and 

, myocardial uptake of. nuclides [e.g., 82Rb (24) or l~-labeled L-asparagine 

(25)] as well 'as high spatial resolution imaging of head, thorax, abdomen, 

and pelvis.". 
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TABLE 1. PRGPERTIESQF A RING _ DETECfQR SYSTEMa 

FOR TIlREE ~SUMED ENERGY RESOLUTIONS 

Quantity Symbol Uni ts Case I Case I I Case I I I ' 

Energy resolution (~ at 511 keY r % none· 30 15 

, Energy threshold 

Approximate maximum scattering 
angle corresponding to Ep(eqn.3) 

Effective maximum scattering angle 

Minimum scattered gamma energy 
corresponding to 9mCeqn.4) 

Average detection efficiency for 
gamma ray energies from E to 
511 keY' ,m 

Detection efficiency for 511 keY 
gammas 

Probability thata 511 keY gainma 
ray will scatter and retain an en
ergy above E (eqn. 12) p 

Average detection efficiency for 
gamma ray energies from'E to 
511 keY p 

Geometry factor - one gamma 
scatters (eqn. 6) 

Geometry factor- both gammas 
scatter (eqn. 9) 

Rate for true tn1scattered 
coincident events (eqn. 1) 

Sensitivity 

keY 100 410b ,c 460b ,c 

8p degrees 180 41 

em degrees 40 40 

E m 

E 
m 

£ 

P 
P 

keY 

% 

% 

% 

415 415 

65 48 

53 43 

63 20 

80 48 

gl 0.31 0.31 

g2 0.19 0.19 

,C' events 7100 ,4700 
t per sec 

eV,:ents.per 
C/ p sec per] 36 

[~Ci/an ' 
23 

27 

27 

460 

45 

43 

10 

45 

0.23 

0.13 

4700 

23 
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TABLE 1 (cont.J, 
Quantity Symbol Units Case I Case II Case III 

Coincidence rate for one C1 events 1840 1100 770 ganuna scatter (eqn. 5) per sec 

Coincidence rate for two C2 events 1180 640 ·390 
gamma scatter (eqn.8) per sec 

Singles rate for entire ring Cs 
lOS 

events 10.4 3.8 3.0 (eqn.11) per sec 

Accidental coincidence rate C events 2400 320 200 
for entire ring (eqn.13) a per sec 

Total event rate events 12520 6760 6060 (Ct +C1 + C2 + Ca) per sec 

C1+C +C 
Bk ·df . ·2a % 43 30 22 .. ac gr01.m ract10n C +C +C +C . 

t 1 2 a 

Paralyzing deadt~e tp nsec 200 800 800 

Fraction of events lost due to f % 5 23 23 
deadt~eC (eqn.16) e 

3physical specifications of assumed ring detector system are as follows: 

c= detector ring radius = 40 an 

S = shielding slit width = 2 an 

T = shielding slit depth = 20 an 

. P = probability of scattering on emerging from the center of a 
. s 20 em diam cylinder of tissue =63%· .. .. 

f .=? 0.22 (for 280 crystals, each would be in coincidence with the 
. opposing 62 crystals) . . . 

af = 400 maximum scattering angle impo·sed by coincidence require
ment (approximate) . 

p = activity density = 200 ~Ci per axial an 

t = t~e resolution = 10 nsec 
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dimension of crystals along gamma line of flight = 5 am 

dimension of crystals along ring axis = 3 am 

dimension of crystals transverse to ring axis = 0.8 cm 

R = radius of uniform geometrical sensitivity = 14 em 

G = gross singles rate per segment = 1.3 x10S counts per sec 

bCorresponds to a 7% photopeak loss, assuming that the photopeak has a 
Gaussian distribution. 

~is event loss has not been included elsewhere in this table. 
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TABLE 2. 1HE GECMITRICALFAcroRS g AND g AS A 
FUNCTION OF 1lfE MAXIMJM EFFECTIVE SCAmRING2ANGLE e . . .. m 

gl 

0 

0.10 

0.18 

0.26 

0.31 

0.36 

0.40 

g2 

0 

0.05 

0.10 

0.15 

0.19 

0.23 

0.26 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

FIG. 1. FWHMof the transaxialpoint spread function (averaged over all 

ganuna ray:directions) ·vs the distance to the center of the detector 

circle. Detector ring is assumed to be 80 em in diameter and com

posed of 280 Nal(Tl) crystals each 8 nm wide. 
. . . 

FIG. 2. Detector ring and source (P) showing that for off-axis points the 

ttansaxial resolution depends on the ganma ray direction; 

FIG .. 3; Example showing the cod1ng scheme for 5 photODB.lltipliers and the 

. first 6 of 10 crystals. Lines designate lightpipes having half 

the cross sectional area of the crystals. The complete code is 

shown in the truth.table where a "0013" represents·a lightpipe con

. nection between a crystal and a PMf. Expansion to 35 crystals re-

quires 3 lightpipe5 per crystal and 2 additional photomultipliers. 

FIG.-4. Illustration showing how Compton scattering can contribute a 

background to the coincident event rate .. Although the two ganuna 

rays are in time coincidence, they are not collinear and do not 

provide useful spatial infonnation. Unscattered coincident events 

cari only arise framthe region between the dashed lines. 
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CODE TRUTH TABLE 

PMT 
CONNECTION 

t' :z3 22 21 t' 

1 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1 

1 0 0 0 

0 0 1 1 0 

0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1 

0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1 

0 0 0 
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r------------------LEGALNOTICE--------------------~ 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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